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Abstract—In this paper, we propose and analyze a new system
architecture for video multicast over Internet, namely, the
sender-adaptive and receiver-driven layered multicast (SARLM).
In SARLM, the sender of a video source splits the video data
coded by a scalable codec and a channel codec into multiple data
streams, each of which corresponds to a separate multicast group.
The sender can adjust the way in which the video sequence is
split dynamically based on the receivers’ network parameters
collected through feedback. Meanwhile, a receiver can estimate
available bandwidth based on a modified packet-pair technique
and choose to reassemble and playback the video sequence for a
given quality level by dynamically subscribing a given part or all of
the data streams according to its network conditions. To optimize
the sender’s adaptation strategy, we introduce a quality-space
(Q-Space) model to describe and analyze the mathematical re-
lationship between the sending rate of different SARLM layers
and the video quality received by a given receiver identified by its
network characteristics including available bandwidth and packet
loss ratio. Our simulation results demonstrate that, under the
same network topology and condition, the SARLM architecture
can achieve higher network throughput and better video qualities
on the receiver side than the existing approaches.
Index Terms—Automatic repeat request (ARQ), bandwidth esti-
mation, forward error correction (FEC), feedback implosion, lay-
ered multicast, receiver driven, scalable video, sender adaptive,
streaming.
I. INTRODUCTION
MULTICAST is a promising technique for cost effectivelydelivering multimedia data to a large number of re-
ceivers simultaneously over the Internet. It is especially suitable
for delivering popular content with a lot of concurrent requests,
as it saves network resources by sharing the data streams across
receivers with shared links. However, using one data stream
with fixed bit rate and channel coding scheme can not best serve
receivers that have heterogeneous and time-varying bandwidth
and packet loss ratio. A lot of research has been conducted to
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address this challenge by using layered multicast, which can
be largely categorized into three categories: receiver-driven
approach, sender-driven approach, and hybrid sender-driven
and receiver-driven approach.
Receiver-driven layered multicast proposed first by Mc-
Canne et al. [1] uses a layered video codec to generate multiple
data streams from a single video sequence, and sends each data
stream as a separate multicast group. The receivers reassemble
and playback the video with different qualities by subscribing
different combinations of the multicast groups dynamically
following a predefined joining/leaving policy. In the original
proposal, due to lack of bandwidth knowledge on the receiver
side, a receiver tried to subscribe more groups from time to time
to get more data. Congestions occur when such attempts happen
without enough bandwidth available, and consequently affect
other receivers sharing the same bottleneck link. L. Vicisano et
al. adopted coordinated join tests and sender-initiated probes
to reduce the chances of failure of such subscribing tests [2].
Later on, Legout introduced a Packet-pair receiver-driven lay-
ered multicast (PLM) protocol [3] that estimates the available
bandwidth using packet-pair for receivers to make subscription
decisions. In [31], Tan et al. proposed the use of layered for-
ward error correction (FEC) as an error control mechanism in a
layered multicast framework. By organizing FEC into multiple
layers, receivers can obtain different levels of protection com-
mensurate with their respective channel conditions. However,
in all these receiver-driven approaches the sender’s strategy is
predefined, and it may lead to joining/leaving oscillations at
receivers when the network conditions are changing. Note that
if the sender were able to dynamically adjust its parameters,
such as the number of layers it splits the video, the bit rate in
each layer, the protection level for each layer, the receivers may
obtain the video with better quality.
Dealing with packet loss effectively is another important
issue in video streaming over Internet. Automatic repeat re-
quest (ARQ) has been widely used to address packet loss,
however, ARQ-based error control in multicast may lead to
implosion of repeated requests to the sender. To avoid feedback
implosion, most reliable multicast used explicit hierarchical
retransmitters scattering throughout the network [24]. FEC
with packet interleaving is also widely used for packet loss
recovery of continuous media transmission [29], [30], but
it introduces constant transmission overhead regardless of
network conditions. Using hybrid FEC/ARQ, Nonenmacher
et al. [28] proposed a scheme answering multiple negative
acknowledges (NACKs) from different receivers with a single
parity packet. Independently, Chou et al. studied how to use
1051-8215/$20.00 © 2005 IEEE
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FEC and pseudo-ARQ for receiver-driven layered multicast
[13]. In their proposal, redundant packets are delayed and sent
through different multicast channels. The receivers that have
missed some of the original packets can dynamically subscribe
some of these channels to recover from the packet loss. It is
also a receiver-driven approach where the senders’ behavior is
independent of the receivers and the networks.
On the receiver side, the major challenges for layered multi-
casting schemes are how to make the joining/leaving decision
and how to avoid feedback implosion. In multicast, the implo-
sion problem is caused by a large number of feedback packets
sent back to the sender simultaneously. To avoid feedback im-
plosion, several solutions have been proposed, which are hier-
archical [5], parameterized [10], and randomly delayed timers
[11] based schemes, respectively. Hierarchical acknowledgment
prevent feedback implosion by designating selected destinations
as special feedback consolidating nodes. Since such methods
need special functionality on the routers, they cannot be im-
plemented everywhere. In parameterized schemes, multicast re-
sponses from one receiver suppress those from other receivers
that have higher throughputs. The drawback is that the statis-
tical properties of all receivers cannot be completely preserved.
The random-delayed-timer based methods use a truncated ex-
ponential distribution to generate the timer to achieve efficient
feedback suppression. In such schemes, a multicast or multi-
cast-emulated feedback channel is needed for every receiver.
Another large category of approaches are sender-driven mul-
ticast, in which the receivers can actively make decision on their
own. In such methods, the sender changes the bit rates dynami-
cally according to the feedback. Bolot et al. proposed a scheme
where the parameters of the source codec are adjusted according
to the feedback [4]. The scheme also uses a probing mecha-
nism to solicit feedback in a scalable manner and to estimate the
number of receivers. The major limitation of this method is that
it cannot serve heterogeneous receivers very well, because only
a single layer is used. Vickers et al. introduced the source adap-
tive multilayered multicast (SAMM) algorithm [5], where the
sender uses congestion feedback to adjust the number of layers
and the bit rate of each layer. However, feedback mergers are
required in the network, which are difficult to be implemented
in practice.
Combining both receiver-driven and sender-driven ap-
proaches, Cheung et al. proposed a destination set grouping
(DSG) algorithm [6], and Leannec et al. proposed a hybrid
sender and receiver driven rate control scheme for layered
video multicast [27]. In [6], a sender encodes video into in-
dependent streams with different rates, which are adjusted
according to feedbacks, and each stream is targeted at a subset
of receivers. This scheme does not efficiently utilize network
bandwidth because it uses independent streams rather than
layered streams. In [27], a mechanism for rate allocation in
each layer is proposed for providing optimal bandwidth usage
for all the receivers. However, feedback mergers need to be
deployed throughout the network, just like SAMM scheme in
[5].
To address the issues mentioned above, in this paper, we
introduce a new architecture called sender-adaptive and re-
ceiver-driven layered multicast (SARLM) for video multicast
over the Internet. SARLM scheme uses a layered multicast
approach with FEC and pseudo-ARQ to support heteroge-
neous receivers with different bandwidths and packet loss.
It also specifically deals with dynamic characteristics of a
video multicast session, where a receiver dynamically joins or
leaves based on its network conditions including time-varying
available bandwidth and packet loss ratio. Meanwhile, the
sender also adapts its sending strategy to these time-varying
factors. On the other hand, we acknowledge the limitation of
sender-adaptation in several aspects, and propose a combined
sender-adaptive and receiver-driven approach where such limi-
tations are alleviated by the receivers’ autonomous behaviors.
The SARLM scheme is an application layer approach, and thus
does not require any changes in network routers. For gaining
more insights and deeper understandings of different layered
multicast schemes, we also introduce a mathematical model,
namely quality-space (Q-Space) model, to describe and analyze
these schemes in a generalized fashion.
In SARLM, we suggest that each receiver’s sub-
scribing/leaving strategy to/from the video layers explicitly
depends on estimated available bandwidth rather than blind
joining tests. We propose a modified consecutive receiver
based packet-pair (RBPP) algorithm to estimate the available
bandwidth of each receiver, while other alternative algo-
rithms can be plugged in without changing the framework.
A gamma-distributed random timer is further proposed for
generating scalable feedback sent back to the sender, which can
largely reduce the number of required feedback.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we present our architecture of SARLM for video multicasting.
In Section III, we describe multicast group generation and pa-
rameters optimization on the sender side. Section IV discusses
joining/leaving behavior management on the receiver side. In
Section V, we propose a mechanism for generating scalable
feedbacks. Experiment results are presented and analyzed in
Section VI, and Section VII concludes this paper.
II. SARLM SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE FOR VIDEO
MULTICASTING
Fig. 1 depicts our SARLM system, which consists of a video
multicast server (the sender), a feedback analyzer that may or
may not physically reside in the same location as the sender, and
a number of receivers that dynamically join and leave the video
session based on their users’ conditions. The sender’s role is
to dynamically generate multiple data streams and in turn gen-
erate multiple multicast groups from the video source using a
scalable video source codec and FEC and pseudo-ARQ. Each
receiver monitors its network condition, and sends sparse feed-
back packets containing statistical information about its network
conditions back to the analyzer. The receivers also make their
subscribing decisions. As an important system component, the
feedback analyzer collects the feedback packets, and then de-
termines how the sender splits the video into multiple layers by
providing the sender important parameters such as source rate
and protection rate based on the feedbacks and the Rate-Distor-
tion function of the given video codec. These three components
form a loosely closed loop. Notice that a SARLM system does
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Fig. 1. Basic framework of a SARLM system.
not require any special distributed components across the net-
work beyond standard multicast-capable routers.
In SARLM, the sender first classifies the receivers into
groups dynamically based on their reported network parame-
ters, and then adjust the layered multicast scheme in such a way
that each group of receivers are expected (but not required) to
subscribe certain group. This jointly provides the best video
quality for the receivers in each group under their given net-
work conditions. However, unlike sender-driven approaches,
in SARLM the sender leaves the freedom of choosing which
multicast groups to join to the receivers, therefore this approach
is yet receiver-driven at this point.
There are several reasons for us to keep the architecture
receiver-driven. First, the feedbacks to the sender are always
delayed. Second, the classification may be sub-optimal due to
computational constraints, which prevent the sender adaptation
from being further delayed. Third, the network parameter esti-
mation may not be precise all the time. In short, the sender can
hardly have perfect knowledge about all the receivers’ network
conditions, and thus individual receiver should be in a better
position to make its own subscription decision.
On the sender side, the multicast groups are formed as fol-
lows.
Source Coding: A quality scalable codec, such as MPEG-4
PFGS video coder [14], is used for source coding so that the
sender is able to adjust the bit rate in each layer arbitrarily. In
the rest of this paper, we use to represent the number of layers,
and to represent the data stream of a given
layer of . Due to the nature of layered/scalable coding, there is
an explicit data dependency between and any
, i.e., if a receiver subscribe , it has to subscribe all
as well. We call primary streams.
Channel Coding: Considering the characteristic of the scal-
able video codec, we apply unequal error protection (UEP) to
different layers according to different rate-distortion relation as
well as receivers’ statistics of each layer. In a given layer , the
sender applies the channel coding scheme such that a packet
block of total packets in the video source stream (primary
stream) is interleaved, and is channel coded into a packet block
of packets. Whenever a receiver has received
any packets within the packets, the original
source packets can be reconstructed. For computational con-
venience, the channel coding scheme usually can be designed
in such a way that the first packets in the corresponding
packets are actually the same as the original source packets. For
example, the systematic Reed–Solomon (RS) channel coding
scheme can be used to achieve our goals.
Multicast Group Formation: As described above, for a given
packet block of source packets in a given layer , there
are corresponding protection packets. The sender di-
vides them into data streams, namely
protection streams. If is small, we can simply let
; otherwise an additional mechanism is needed
to determine the value of . And then the sender sends out
each primary stream and each protection stream as an indepen-
dent multicasting group. In the rest of the paper, we use to
represent the th protection stream in layer .
Fig. 2 illustrates the formation of all data streams, each of
which corresponds to a multicast group.
Protection Delay (Pseudo-ARQ): We adopt the idea of
pseudo-ARQ [13] in our system. In each layer, protection
streams are delayed compared to its primary stream. Then
the second protection stream is delayed compared to the first
stream, and so on. A receiver that has missed some packets
in the primary stream can dynamically subscribe some of the
delayed protection streams to recover from the packet loss. As
soon as the packet loss is recovered, the receiver can drop the
protection streams to free some network bandwidth.
The selection of delay parameters should consider the system
latency (including the packet transmission delay from the sender
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Fig. 2. Generation process of multiple streams.
to the receivers and the multicast group joining latency) and the
size of video buffer possibly used on the receiver side. On the
one hand, it is favorable to have large delay value so that the
receivers can have enough time to assert that the source packets
are most likely lost, and to subscribe the protection streams dy-
namically. However, on the other hand, if the delay value is too
large, compared with the video buffer time on the receiver side,
the protection packets become useless when it comes to the re-
ceiver.
On the receiver side, two different strategies are used for
making decisions for joining/leaving multicast groups. For sub-
scribing/leaving primary streams, a receiver applies a decision
rule based on its dynamically estimated available bandwidth. A
smoothing filter is used for getting rid of noise in bandwidth
estimation. For subscribing/leaving protection streams, when
the receiver asserts that a certain number of packets in a packet
block have been lost, it subscribes the corresponding number
of delayed protection streams for recovering from the loss.
These two different strategies imply that subscribing/leaving
protection streams may happen more frequently than sub-
scribing/leaving primary streams. An intuitive explanation to
such a difference is that experiencing packet loss without an ob-
served available bandwidth change suggests a burst congestion,
from which the receiver may recover with the pseudo-ARQ
mechanism; while an observed available bandwidth change
is likely to have a longer term impact on the communication
channel between the sender and receiver due to forming factors
such as routing changes, long term background traffics intro-
duced, etc. More details about subscribing/leaving management
on the receiver side will be discussed in Section IV.
The receivers also feed their observed/estimated network
parameters, for example, available bandwidth, packet loss ratio,
and network latency, back to the feedback analyzer/sender
through a UDP unicast channel to avoid additional requirement
in the network layer. To avoid feedback implosion, we propose
that each receiver uses a gamma-distributed random timer to
adjust its feedback sending rate, following control information
given by the sender based on the total feedback density. We will
discuss our feedback implosion suppression scheme in detail
in Section V.
III. FEEDBACK ANALYSIS AND PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION AT
THE SENDER SIDE
In SARLM, the feedback analyzer collects all the feedbacks
from the receivers, and applies an optimization scheme based
on these data to determine how the sender should split the video
source into multiple streams. In this section, the underlying
model of layered multicast and its optimization solution are
discussed.
A. Mathematical Model for Layered Multicast
In all layered multicast schemes, whether adaptive or not, the
major idea is to serve heterogeneous receivers without losing
scalability or introducing network inefficiency. In a simplified
view, the heterogeneity of the receivers on the Internet is mainly
captured by two parameters: the bandwidth and the packet loss
ratio; while other parameters, such as network latency, jitter,
etc., are usually as secondary considerations. To gain a deeper
understanding of these layered multicast schemes, and also to
introduce the theoretical foundation for the feedback analyzer in
our SARLM system, we introduce a Q-Space model as follows.
Considering only the bandwidth and the packet loss ratio, we
can describe a receiver as a vector
(1)
where is its available bandwidth, and is its packet loss
ratio. Note that, in some cases can be a desired data rate
instead if other data rate constraints other than bandwidth avail-
ability need to be applied. For instance, one such a constraint
could possibly be TCP friendliness.
To further simplify the mathematical model, we take the fol-
lowing reasonable assumptions: 1) the layered multicast scheme
uses a fixed number of layers, ; 2) the packet losses are inde-
pendent of each other; and 3) the rate-distortion (R-D) function
of the scalable video codec in each layer is known.
Based on previous literature [22], [26], if we use a layered
scalable codec, which has explicit data dependency across
layers, for the given receiver , we can then obtain an optimal
(minimized expected distortion) rate distribution that is de-
scribed by a vector ( , ), where is the
video source bit rate in layer , and is the bit rate of protec-
tion data. For a given and , the
vector ( , ) can be calculated to achieve
minimum expected distortion. Therefore, we can actually
reduce the dimensions of the vector, and represent it as
(2)
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Fig. 3. Illustrations of the mapping from U-Space to Q-Space.
We have built a one-to-one mapping between and , which
means each point in the M-Space corresponds to a given receiver
through mapping function , i.e.,
(3)
With the known rate-quality relationship , we have
(4)
where is the video quality and is the video source bit rate.
That is to say, we can map each value of to a value of video
quality . In turn, we can also map each to .
We call the range of , , and -Space, -Space, and
-Space, respectively.
In the real world, for each receiver the bandwidth and packet
loss ratio is time-varying. Therefore, the description of a re-
ceiver illustrated as one point in U-Space is naturally extended
to a random vector with a probability density function (PDF),
, which indicates the probability density of having band-
width and packet loss ratio at any time. In multicasting
case, from the sender’s point of view, the combined effect of all
receivers, , corresponds to a PDF in U-space as follows:
(5)
where is the PDF for a receiver , and is the total
number of receivers.
In case that users have different priorities, additional weights
can also be put into . By using function , we can get
its projection in M-Space: . Note that
here exists, since mapping between and is one-to-
one. Fig. 3 illustrates the mapping from U-Space to Q-Space.
Since M-Space and Q-Space share the same axis, a distri-
bution in M-Space can be transformed into the corresponding
distribution in Q-Space by a nonlinear scaling on the Q-dimen-
sion.
On the other hand, each point in the M-Space and in turn each
point in the Q-Space corresponds to a rate distribution vector.
And then we can describe a layered multicast scheme as a dis-
crete set of rate distribution vectors, each of which targets at
receivers with a fixed bandwidth and packet loss ratio. We call
Fig. 4. Example of Q-space Coverage of multicast schemes.
such a set of points the -Space Coverage of a given layered
multicast scheme.
Fig. 4 gives an example of Q-Space Coverage for several lay-
ered multicast schemes, each of which contains three layers.
Each point is denoted as a star in the figure, and there are many
stars in three horizontal lines, each of which corresponds to one
layer. For instance, if we treat the three points on the axis as
a set, it represents a receiver-driven layered multicast scheme
proposed by McCanne et al. in [1]. As shown in the figure, this
multicast scheme does not address packet loss issue. If we shift
these three points horizontally to the right side of the axis,
they then represent a receiver-driven layered multicast with a
fixed channel coding scheme across layers. If we regard all the
points as a set, it represents a receiver-driven layered multicast
with FEC and pseudo-ARQ proposed by Chou et al. in [13]. In
this example, there are three primary streams, and each one cor-
responds to a different number of protection streams. In general,
such Q-Space Coverage figures provide a very clear view visu-
ally on how well a given multicast scheme serves heterogeneous
receivers.
Changes on source bit rates and protection bit rates affect
the locations of the stars, i.e., the -Space Coverage of the
multicast scheme. If we imagine that three horizontal lines that
contain all stars actually move vertically along with time, all the
moving stars represents the parameters of our SARLM scheme,
where the source rate in each layer adaptively changes overtime.
In Fig. 4, each dashed line represents a constant bandwidth,
which corresponds to a horizontal line in U-Space. Solid lines
correspond to constant packet loss ratios. If the R-D function is
linear and is the same among all the layers, they are straight lines
as illustrated; otherwise, they are complex curves. In practice,
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Fig. 5. Q-Space match and parameter optimization.
the protection bit rate is usually much smaller than the source
data. Hence, all stars in each horizontal line have a lower band-
width than those in a higher horizontal line.
Recall that each point in the Q-Space can also represent a re-
ceiver with a fixed bandwidth and packet loss ratio. Then a group
of receivers also form a set of points in the Q-Space. There-
fore, for achieving better quality on the receivers, the sender will
adjust the corresponding parameters so that getting one whose
coverage points in the Q-Space can better match receiver points.
Theoretically, we can use an evaluation function to evaluate the
matching degree, and then use the obtained result as a driving
force to adjust the parameters. The whole process is illustrated
in Fig. 5. This framework can be used in both the cases where
we treat a user as a fixed point or a probability distribution in
the Q-Space. On the receiver side in our SARLM system, it al-
ways tries to find the closest star within its current bandwidth
and packet-loss-ratio constraint according to its current projec-
tion in the Q-space.
Notice that in the analysis above, we only considered band-
width and packet loss ratio in this model. If taking the network
latency into account, we can extend this model by adding an-
other dimension.
B. Solution of the Optimization by Classification
We have proposed a theoretical framework for using
matching to adjust the sender’s parameters. In practice, even
though the matching function is not difficult to design and
compute, it is very difficult to adjust the sender’s parameters so
that a better matching can always be obtained. In this section
we use dynamic programming and a classification approach
to solve the parameter optimization problem. Specifically, we
first determine the rate for each source group according to
the classification of available bandwidth. Then the packet loss
protection rate for each group is determined.
1) Determine the Data Rate for Each Primary Group: In
the case that each receiver represented as a fixed point in the
Q-Space, we project these points onto the Q axis by simply get-
ting the Q values in the points, and get a discrete set of Q values,
, where is the total number of receivers.
In the case that each receiver is treated as a distribution, we have
to take an additional step to make the projection discrete, and get
a much larger set of Q values. In each case, we get a finite set of
Q values . Our optimization problem now
becomes to find a set of positive value such
that for any and for all receivers the sum of video
quality received is maximized, i.e.,
(6)
where , if , and ,
if .
Conceptually stands for the video quality obtained by
subscribing up to the highest layer applicable to the given re-
ceiver. And the sum of is the combined video quality re-
ceived by all receivers given by
(7)
Using function (4), the optimal source bit rate in layer equals
(8)
It is easy to show that for any , must be equal to one
of to satisfy function (6). Thus, for all
, there are possible values for , and
the computational complexity is assuming is much
larger than .
An approximate solution to this optimization problem is first
to classify all into groups by some computational in-
expensive classification methods, such as K-means, and choose
the smallest value in each group as the corresponding
. A byproduct of using K-means classification is that we can
actually leave the total number of layers undecided in the
beginning, and place a variance constraint in each group. And
then the classification scheme will come up with the value of
automatically. However, in practice we observe that dynami-
cally changing the number of layers introduces additional com-
plexity on the sender side and on the synchronization between
the sender and the receivers. Therefore, we still recommend a
scheme with fixed number of layers although it is theoretically
applicable to adjust it as well.
Using the smallest value in each group coming from K-means
may degrade the overall system performance due to the “outlier
effect”, where a single point with a far smaller value of causes
the whole group to pick an undesirably small value of . In this
case, local adjustment can be applied. We first order
from small to large. Starting from we then try to
move it to the next value in , which is
larger than the current , and see if is increased. We stop
moving when such a move cannot increase or when
become with the move. And then we iterate this local
adjustment for all . We must acknowledge that although each
step in the local adjustment always leads to increase of , it
cannot lead to its maximum possible value in most cases.
Therefore such local adjustment is just an attempt to avoid the
outlier effect.
2) Determine the Parameters for Each Protection
Group: The intuitive solution is to find the highest pro-
tection level for the receivers in each user category based on
the classification. In Q-Space, this task is equivalent to finding
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Fig. 6. Probing packets in consecutive RBPP scheme.
the maximum in all that belong to the same
receiver category based on the classification. And then, the
corresponding and values can be determined for the
channel codec. Due to the features of FEC and pseudo-ARQ,
this “overprotection” will not reduce the efficiency of network
bandwidth usage. This is because as we discussed before, the
protection data is divided into several independent groups so
that only the receivers who need the protection packets can
subscribe the corresponding protection streams dynamically.
IV. JOIN/LEAVE BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT BASED ON
BANDWIDTH ESTIMATION
In this section, we describe the policy for controlling re-
ceivers’ join/leave behaviors. To avoid the side-effect caused
by blind join/leave scheme, in SARLM the receiver will make
its decision based on its estimated network condition.
In unicast environment, a TCP throughput equation [7] is nor-
mally used to estimate the available bandwidth and thus sup-
port TCP-friendliness. However, such TCP throughput equa-
tion cannot estimate the available bandwidth without inducing
losses. Moreover, it assumes that the network condition is stable
during a large time period. On the other hand, the packet pair
[20] scheme was proposed by Keshav to estimate both bottle-
neck bandwidth and available bandwidth. The main advantage
of the packet pair scheme over TCP equation is that the packet
pair does not require packet losses. To estimate available band-
width in packet pair, the router is required to support fair sched-
uler [3]. In the following, we assume that every router is multi-
cast capable and implements a fair scheduler. This assumption is
practically feasible because it is known that RBPP [20] scheme
can measure the available bandwidth by arrival times of packets,
which is suited for multicast scenario. Packet-pair relies on the
fact that if two packets are queued next to each other at the bot-
tleneck link, one is second apart from the other, can be cal-
culated as
(9)
where is the same size for all the packets, and
is the calculated bandwidth.
Considering the multicast application, we introduce a mod-
ified RBPP algorithm, called consecutive RBPP, to measure
the available bandwidth. In our approach, we send probing
packet-pairs back-to-back, which are denoted as a burst, for
all the multicast groups in every certain period of time (see
Fig. 6). In our work, is set to 8. Taking the channel efficiency
into account, we do not use the particular control packets for
probing. Instead, only data packets are used. All the multicast
groups of the same session are considered as a single flow. We
set a flag in the header of the first packet of a pair so as to make
it easy for a receiver to identify the beginning of a packet-pair
burst.
For each probing burst, we calculate several available band-
width instances according to the following steps.
1) Upon receiving the th probing pair, we record the time
that starts to receive the first packet and the time
that the second packet arrives .
2) The available bandwidth instance that is obtained
based on a single packet-pair can be calculated as
(10)
where and are the sizes of the first
and the second packet of the th packet-pair, respec-
tively.
3) The available bandwidth instance that is obtained
based on two consecutive packet-pairs can be calcu-
lated as
(11)
4) Similarly, we can obtain the available bandwidth in-
stances based on different (up to ) consecutive packet-
pairs, where
(12)
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Once obtaining the instances of the available bandwidth,
the main challenge becomes how to filter out the noise caused
by time compressed and extended packets. In our consecutive
RBPP scheme, we use the kernel density estimator to overcome
the time compressed and extended problems. In order to use it,
we first define a kernel function with the property
(13)
Here, the kernel function we use is
otherwise.
(14)
Then the density at any point is defined as
(15)
where is the kernel width, which controls the smoothness of
the density function, is the number of points within of ,
and is the th point, which is the individual estimated avail-
able bandwidth value. This density function has the desirable
property that gives larger weight to samples closer to the point
at which we want to estimate density. It is simple and fast to
compute. The final available bandwidth calculated for each re-
ceiver is the one with the largest density.
As stated above, in our SARLM scheme, each receiver con-
trols its join/leave behaviors based on the corresponding esti-
mated bandwidth. Let be the available bandwidth
estimated by the packet-pair method and be the current
bandwidth obtained from cumulative layers, i.e.,
(16)
where is the sending rate of the th layer. The join and
leave policy on the receiver side can be described as follows.
• Leave Policy
Each receiver drops a layer instantly when its
estimated bandwidth is lower than the cumulative
bandwidth of the current subscribed layer (i.e.,
).
• Join Policy
The receiver joins a new group if the minimum esti-
mated bandwidth is greater than the cumulative band-
width of the current subscribed group for the last cer-
tain period , which equals 1 second in our work (i.e.,
).
In summary, we drop a layer each time once our es-
timated bandwidth lower than the current
layer subscription , but we add layers according
to the minimum value received during the
period .
As described in [11], synchronization among all
the receivers in the same downstream bottleneck link
Fig. 7. Gamma-distributed timer setting.
is important for a multicast pruning mechanism. Our
scheme gets both join and leave synchronization in
the following:
• all the multicast receivers behind the same bottleneck
will roughly receive the same probing packet pair at the
same time because of the queue build-up. Then they
drop layers at the same time when the estimated band-
width is lower than the current subscribed group;
• if the receivers do not join the session at the same time,
a late joiner will be resynchronized when its first drop
occurs . By this way, the clock
drift is also avoided.
V. SCALABLE FEEDBACK GENERATION MECHANISM
As is known, soliciting information from receivers in a multi-
cast group of indeterminate size may create a so-called feedback
implosion problem. In this section, we describe a mechanism for
eliciting feedback information from the receivers in a multicast
group to avoid feedback implosion.
In order to achieve higher suppression ratio and low feed-
back latency, we propose a probabilistic feedback approach
for multicast based on gamma-distributed timers. The motiva-
tion to use two-parameter gamma-distributed timer instead of
traditional exponentially distributed timer [11] is based on the
fact that gamma-distributed timer has faster convergence speed
suppression ratio. In our approach, sender uses probing packet
to solicit feedback packets within its expected number in a
scalable manner, and estimates the number of receivers based
on the receiver’s feedback. The receiver determines whether to
send out the feedback message (FBM) based on its generated
gamma-distributed timer and the delay between the sender and
the receiver. In this way, feedback suppression can be achieved.
Specifically, the density of our truncated gamma distributed
timer is defined as
otherwise.(17)
where is a fixed interval of our feedback, and and are
factors related to the number of receivers. The sender updates
receivers’ distribution after a certain interval .
Our proposed scalable feedback scheme can be divided into
the following four steps
1) The sender multicasts a feedback-request message
with parameter set to all the receivers,
where is the identification number of the feedback
interval.
2) Receiver generates a gamma-distributed random
timer upon receiving the request mes-
sage (See Fig. 7). To suppress the other
receivers’ feedbacks, only the receivers which get the
timer between (0, ) can send feedback, where
is the delay between the receiver and the sender.
When the timer expires, receiver sends feedback
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Fig. 8. Performance of scalable feedback scheme. (a) Suppression
performance of gamma-distributed timer. (b) Performance of feedback
latency.
messages, FBMs ( , ), to the sender, where is
estimated available bandwidth obtained in Section IV.
3) Upon receiving the FBMs, the sender estimates the
number of receivers given by
(18)
where is the number of received feedback messages,
and is obtained from the receivers’ FBMs. To achieve
fast convergence and a reasonably smooth estimation,
an exponential weighted moving average is used for
updating as follows.
(19)
where denotes the current estimated receiver
number, denotes the estimated received number
in last time, and is a weighting parameter that is set
to 0.8 in our work.
4) The sender calculates the new and for the next
feedback request based on , required feedback la-
tency, and the expected number of FBMs.
As in [11], we use Bernoulli random variables to indicate
whether an FBM from receiver is sent or not
Fig. 9. Performance evaluation in different cases. (a) With different bandwidth
variances. (b) With different R-D relations.
, assuming each receiver sends feedback independently be-
tween [0, c], then, the expected number of FBMs at the sender
can be derived as
(20)
Denote a desired number of feedback messages as . We can
obtain such an by tuning the parameters and . By solving




where it controls the feedback bandwidth and suppress feedback
implosion. The detailed derivation can be found in Appendix.
Fig. 8(a) shows the suppression performance of a gamma-
distributed timer with . It can be seen that through
dynamically tuning and on the sender side, we can achieve a
small number of expected feedback number, (e.g., )
for large number of receivers (e.g., up to 10 receivers). In this
way, the feedback implosion can be effectively avoided. With
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Fig. 10. Simulation Topology 1.
Fig. 11. Background traffic in Topology 1. (a) Background traffic from T1 to
E1. (b) Background traffic from T1 to E3 and E4. (c) Background traffic from
T1 to E2, E5, and E6.
this scalable feedback scheme, the feedback latency depends on
and , which are illustrated in Fig. 8(b).
In summary, by introducing our designed gamma-distributed
timer, only a small number of feedbacks are needed to be sent to
the sender when the total number of users is very large. Mean-
while, the feedback latency caused by our scheme is rather short.
Thus, the feedback implosion can be efficiently avoided.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we implement our proposed architecture and
algorithms. We use network simulator NS2 [21]for our simula-
tion. The purpose of our simulation is to investigate 1) the per-
formance of sender adaptiveness of our SARLM scheme and
2) the performance of our SARLM scheme with layered video
codec PFGS.
A. Performance Evaluation of Sender Adaptiveness of SARLM
We assume that there are 100 receivers in total, which be-
long to five bandwidth categories, ranging from 64–2048 kb/s.
Fig. 12. Total throughput comparison of all receivers in Topology 1.
Fig. 13. Throughput comparison of receivers in Group 1 in Topology 1.
Fig. 14. PSNR comparison of the first receiver of Group1 in Topology 1.
In each category, the numbers of receivers are 5, 5, 20, 30, and
40, respectively. The bandwidth probability density functions of
all receivers follow the same Gaussian distribution. The mean
values of the distribution vary from time to time, although the
variances of the distribution are fixed. In each simulation, we
change the mean of the Gaussian distribution randomly and the
instant bandwidth of each receiver changes accordingly. Rather
than evaluating performance gain using the FEC and pseudo-
AQR, which has been investigated in [13], we focus on exam-
ining the performance gain in our SARLM with sender-adap-
tiveness. We compare the overall performance (the sum of re-
ceived video qualities of all receivers and of all 500 time units
per simulation) with the one when the sending data rates are con-
sistently and equally distributed among the range from 64–2048
kb/s. The receiver-driven approach is used in our simulation and
the number of multicast groups is the same as our sender-adap-
tive case. “K-means” classification is used without further local
adjustments.
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Fig. 15. Simulation Topology 2.
Fig. 9 shows performance evaluation in different cases. In
Fig. 9(a), different curves correspond to different variance
values of the Gaussian distributions. The variance reflects the
degree of the bandwidth fluctuation in each bandwidth category.
It can be seen from Fig. 9(a) that the fewer the number of layers,
the more the improvements. This is because when the number
of the layers increases, the rates of each layer can fit individual
receivers better even if the rates are evenly located. In addition,
the larger the bandwidth fluctuation of each user category (the
closer the overall user distribution to a uniform shape) is, the
less the improvements can be obtained. In Fig. 9(b), different
curves correspond to different Rate-Distortion relations. It can
be seen that the performance improvements are R-D dependent.
From Fig. 9(a) and (b), we can see a significant improvement
in the small layer-number case. On the other hand, the compu-
tational cost of the sender optimization is very low.
B. Performance Evaluation of SARLM With the PFGS Codec
To investigate the effectiveness of our proposed SARLM
scheme, in this simulation, we compare the performance of two
schemes with PFGS codec as follows: 1) our proposed SARLM
and 2) PLM proposed by Legout [3].
We use network simulator (NS-2) in the simulation [12].
The multicast routing protocol used is distance vector mul-
ticast routing protocol (DVMRP). All the queues are fairly
queued and each router has a queue size of 20 packets. The
bandwidth of all the local area access is 10 M. We simulate a
dynamic network condition by generating several FTP flows as
background traffic. In this simulation, the number of expected
feedback messages from the receivers is set to 35. Meanwhile,
the one-way delay parameter is set to 200 ms and update
interval is set to 10 s. The testing video sequence Foreman is
coded into three layers at 10 f/s in CIF with PFGS codec.
We use two network topology (Fig. 10, Fig. 18) and dif-
ferent background traffic (Fig. 11, Fig. 19) in the following. The
first topology, “pure centric topology”, consists of one SARLM
source, sixty SARLM receivers, and six varying background
traffic. The initial bit rate of each layer in Topology 1 is set to
80, 300, and 580 kb/s, respectively.
Fig. 11 displays the background traffic burst in Topology 1.
In this Fig. 1 stands for FTP flow on, and 0 stands for FTP flow
off.
Fig. 12 shows the throughput comparison of all receivers be-
tween our scheme and PLM in Topology 1. We compute the
average throughput comparison ratio for receivers by receiver-
number-weighted throughput comparison between our scheme
and PLM. From this figure, we can see that the mean throughput
of our scheme is 25% higher than that of PLM.
Fig. 13 shows the throughput comparison between our
scheme and PLM for receivers of Group 1 in Topology 1.
Because the initial rate of video stream is, respectively, 80, 380,
and 960 kb/s, the receivers of Group 1 under router R2 of PLM
can only join and stay at layer 1 of about 80 kb/s and get low
quality of video because of fixed sending rate of each layer.
It can be seen that our scheme can achieve higher throughput
with different network available bandwidth.
Fig. 14 depicts the PSNR comparison between SARLM and
PLM of the first receiver of Group 1. It can be seen that SARLM
achieves higher video quality than PLM. More specifically, the
average PSNR obtained by this receiver using SARLM is 32.55,
while the average PSNR obtained by this receiver using PLM is
31.40.
The second topology, “complex topology”, that is shown in
Fig. 15, consists of one sender, 80 receivers, and six varying
background traffic flows in this topology. The initial bit rate of
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Fig. 16. Background traffic for Topology 2. (a) Background traffic from T1 to
E1. (b) Background traffic from T2 to E1, E2, E4, E5, and E6. (c) Background
traffic from T3 to E7.
Fig. 17. Throughput comparisons of all the receivers in Topology 2.
Fig. 18. Throughput comparison of receivers in Group 7.
each layer in Topology 2 is set to 192, 384, and 1024 kb/s, re-
spectively.
Fig. 16 displays the background traffic burst in Topology2.
Fig. 17 shows the throughput comparison of all receivers be-
tween our scheme and PLM in Topology 2. From this figure, we
can see that the average throughput of our scheme is 40% higher
than PLM. This is because the varying network bandwidth can
be estimated in SARLM, and the sending rate of each multicast
group is adjusted according to the status of each receiver.
Fig. 18 shows the throughput comparison between SARLM
and PLM for receivers of Group 7. It can be seen that SARLM
Fig. 19. PSNR comparison of the first receiver in Group 7.
obtains higher throughput than PLM. Notice that there is no
background FTP traffic during 140–200 s and 850–1000 s.
This bandwidth variation can be measured by SARLM, and the
sender adjusts the parameters of the multicast group accord-
ingly. Thus, rather higher throughput can be obtained during
those periods of time.
Fig. 19 depicts the PSNR comparison between SARLM and
PLM for the first receiver of Group 7. It can be seen that SARLM
achieves higher video quality than PLM. More specifically, the
average PSNR obtained by this receiver using SARLM is 33.58,
while the average PSNR obtained by this receiver using PLM is
32.08.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
This paper presents a novel architecture, namely SARLM, for
layered video multicast. This architecture is “a loosely closed
loop” for the multicast system with the joint control from both
sender and receiver.
A mathematical model for layered multicast to receivers with
heterogeneous bandwidth and packet loss ratio is introduced on
the sender side, and under this model the SARLM scheme can
be modeled as a discrete optimization problem. In the SARLM
architecture, the different R-D functions and unequal error pro-
tections for different layers have been taken into account. More-
over, the sender adjusts its multicast strategy based on analysis
of the feedbacks from the receiver side to achieve a better overall
system performance.
Each receiver makes autonomous decision on joining or
leaving multicast groups according to its estimated network
condition. Meanwhile, receivers send feedbacks that contain in-
formation about the network conditions in a scalable way to the
sender. We demonstrate that our proposed gamma-distributed
timer based feedback mechanism has a faster convergence
speed than the existing exponential distributed timer-based
feedback mechanisms.
The SARLM architecture resides in the application layer, and
doesn not have any special requirement to the network infra-
structure. Simulations on different network topologies and net-
work conditions have shown that our system has better adaptive
capability to network dynamics over the existing technologies.
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